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Abstract

Color calibration is necessary for multi-camera system. In this document, we
introduce our color calibration approach that was developed in Monash uni-
versity when Kenji Yamamoto was an exchange student. In this method we
put a color pattern board in front of multi-camera system before/after cap-
turing target videos. After capturing this board by all cameras at once, we
create a look-up table that indicates the modification from captured video to
color calibrated video. We modify the target video by using this look-up table
as post-processing. Experimental results show that this approach works well
especially for the colors that are similar with the colors in color pattern board.
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1 Introduction

As the ability of personal computers and manufacturing cameras continues to
dramatically advance, multi-camera systems have emerged all over the world[1,
2]. Nowadays they have attracted a great deal of attention, finding multiple
fields in which to be applied: the preservation of cultural heritage and tradi-
tional dancing, free viewpoint television, 3-D world, educational applications,
entertainment et al. To realise these applications, camera calibration, color
calibration, efficient video coding et al are necessary.

Some color calibration have been developed for multi-camera systems. In
[3] the captured images are modified by using the histogram at matching ar-
eas between two cameras. These histograms are created for each camera that
should be calibrated. In [4] in order to use H.264/AVC for multi-camera coding,
average and variance are used in block matching process. In [5] Kawai assumed
linear modification model, and modify captured image iterately by using some
coefficients that are calculated by segmentation.

On this document we introduce a color calibration method that uses a color
pattern board. In general, accuracy of camera calibration becomes better if we
use a camera calibration board. It is the same in the case of color calibration.
The first reason is that we can calculate correspondences between cameras with-
out error. The second reason is that we can choose the colors on the board to
our own design to cover whole color space.

The three color channels of a video such as R, G and B have a little relation
between them in general, if the video is captured by 1CCD camera. However in
this method we ignore this relations and consider how to calibrate three channels
independently.

Because the speed of the data coming from CCD device is very high, the
A/D converter that converts the CCD analog data to digital output can not
convert them independently. This means the last converted datum affects the
next datum. In the case of 1CCD camera that uses general Bayer-pattern,
color channels affect each other. However in the case of multi-camera system
here, the CCD analog data are transformed to RGB channels automatically in
consideration for CCD device. Therefore we ignore this problem and treat RGB
channels independently.

In this method we decide a reference camera at first 1. The captured videos
of other cameras(target cameras) will be modified to be similar with it. The
calculation steps are as follows:

1. abstraction of the colors from captured color pattern board in
all camera

The software ’pickup colors.exe’ executes this step for one camera at a
time.

1It is possible not to decide a reference camera. In this case virtual data which are used
as reference camera is necessary.
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Figure 1: Color Pattern Board

2. calculation of the look-up tables that indicates the modification
from captured videos to color calibrated videos

We caluculate one look-up table for one target camera. In this document
we introduce two approaches. The software ’rgb independence.exe’ and
’DP color calibration.exe’ execute this step and the following step for one
camera at a time.

3. modification of the videos

We will describe these steps exactly from section 2 to section 4. Section 5 shows
experimental result. We present discussion and conclusion in section 6 and 7
respectively.

2 Abstraction of the Colors

We put a color pattern board, which consists of dozens of color patches, in front
of multi-camera system. Before/after capturing videos, we capture it by all
cameras at once. Assume that the total of cameras is C, and the total of color
patches is N . The captured color patches are presented by

IR(c, n),
IG(c, n), (1)
IB(c, n),

where IR, IG and IB represent intensities of R, G and B channel respectively.
c ∈ (0, 1, ..., C−1) represents the camera index and n ∈ (0, 1, ..., N−1) represents
the color patch index. To calculate the best look-up tables in the section 3, it
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is recommended to use the average of intensities inside patches as IR et al. It is
also recommended to scatter the colors in order to get variety of intensities in
the R, G and B channel.

Table 1: Example of the Relations between Color Patch Index and Intensity
”camera #0”

color
patch
index

IR(0, n)

0 51
1 199
2 102
... ...

N-1 98

color
patch
index

IG(0, n)

0 0
1 22
2 241
... ...

N-1 10

color
patch
index

IB(0, n)

0 201
1 1
2 6
... ...

N-1 3

”camera #1”
color
patch
index

IR(1, n)

0 63
1 195
2 99
... ...

N-1 90

color
patch
index

IG(1, n)

0 0
1 24
2 222
... ...

N-1 15

color
patch
index

IB(1, n)

0 255
1 4
2 12
... ...

N-1 8

”camera #2”
...
”camera #(C-1)”
...

The goal of this step is to make the relation between color patch indices and
IR et al. Example of the color pattern board and the goal of this step is shown
in Figure 1 and Table (1) respectively.

The software ’pickup colors.exe’ executes this step. How to use this software
is depicted in Appendix A.

3 Calculation of the Look-up Tables

By using the results of the section 2, we create the look-up tables that indicates
the modification from captured videos to color calibrated videos. Three look-up
tables are created between each target camera and reference camera,

v′R = TR(ctgt, vR),
v′G = TG(ctgt, vG), (2)
v′B = TB(ctgt, vB),
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This line goes through the maximum point and minimum point.
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This line goes through the maximum point and minimum point.

Figure 2: kmin and kmax

where TR, TG and TB represent the look-up tables of R, G and B channel
respectively. ctgt ∈ (0, 1, ..., C − 1) stands for the target camera index. vR, vG,
vB denote the intensity of captured videos, and v′R, v′G, v′B denote the intensity
of color calibrated videos.

3.1 First Approach: Linear Interpolation

To create TR, TG and TB , we assume the following conditions:

• The corresponding patches should be same. This is formulated as follows:

IR(cref , n) = IR(ctgt, n),
IG(cref , n) = IG(ctgt, n), (3)
IB(cref , n) = IB(ctgt, n),

where cref , ctgt ∈ (0, 1, ..., C − 1), cref 6= ctgt and n ∈ (0, 1, ..., N − 1).

• If there is not the relation about 0 intensity in R channel of the target
camera, the following relation exists in addition.

IR(ctgt,maximum(n) + 1) = 0, (4)
IR(cref ,maximum(n) + 1) = kmin,

where kmin shows in Figure 2. The relation around the kmin will be
sensitive, because kmin is not a captured datum. To void this sensitivity
as far as possible, we should capture small intensity. This addition is done
in the same way in G and B channel respectively.

• If there is not the relation about 255 intensity in R channel of the target
camera, the following relation exists in addition.

IR(ctgt,maximum(n) + 1) = 255, (5)
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IR(cref ,maximum(n) + 1) = kmax,

where kmax shows in Figure 2. The relation around the kmax will be
sensitive, because kmax is not a captured datum. To void this sensitivity
as far as possible, we should capture big intensity. This addition is done
in the same way in G and B channel respectively.

Actually we calculate as following order to create TR et al. Example of this
calculation is shown in Table (2)-(5). This example assumes that camera #0 is
the reference camera and camera #1 is the target camera.:

1. Create the temporal table of R channel that consists of the intensities of
the target camera and those of reference camera. Temporal tables of G
and B channel are created in the same way respectively. See Table (2).

2. Insert the relation mentioned in equation (4) if there is not the relation
about 0 intensity in R channel of the target camera. This insertion is done
in the same way in G and B channel respectively. See Table (3).

3. Insert the relation mentioned in equation (5) if there is not the relation
about 255 intensity in R channel of the target camera. This insertion is
done in the same way in G and B channel respectively. See Table (3).

4. Sort the relation in R channel by the intensity of the target camera. This
sorting is done in the same way in G and B channel respectively. See Table
(4).

5. Interpolate the intensity in R channel by linear interpolation and create
TR. This Interpolation is done to create TG and TB in the same way in G
and B channel respectively. See Table (5).

The software ’rgb independence.exe’ executes this calculation. How to use this
software is shown in Appendix B.

3.2 Second Approach: Energy Function

To create TR, TG and TB , we assume an energy function E and calculate min-
imum by using dynamic programming. The energy function consists of two
terms, Eα and Eβ . Eα means that the equation (4) should be true. If not, their
differences increase the energy. Eβ means that the intensities should increase
step by step. If not, the differences increase the energy. E is formulated as
follows:

TR(ctgt, v) = arg min
TR

E(ctgt, v),

E(ctgt, v) = α · Eα(ctgt, v) + β · Eβ(ctgt, v),
Eα(ctgt, v) = sumN−1

n=0 |IR(cref , n)− TR(ctgt, IR(ctgt, n))|, (6)
Eβ(ctgt, v) = sum255

m=1|TR(ctgt,m)− TR(ctgt, m− 1)− 1|,
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where α and β are constant parameters. N is the total of correspondences. TG

and TB are not mentioned here but we define them in the same way.
The software ’DP color calibration.exe’ executes this calculation. How to

use this software is shown in Appendix C.

4 Modification of the Videos

By using the results of the section 3, we modify captured videos to calibrated
videos. The modification of each pixel are shown in equation (2). We apply this
equation to all pixels in the videos as follows:

v′R(ctgt, w, h, t) = TR(ctgt, vR(ctgt, w, h, t)),
v′G(ctgt, w, h, t) = TG(ctgt, vG(ctgt, w, h, t)), (7)
v′B(ctgt, w, h, t) = TB(ctgt, vB(ctgt, w, h, t)),

where w(0 ≤ w < width) ,h(0 ≤ h < height) and t(0 ≤ t < time) stands for
the pixel position and time respectively.

The software ’rgb independence.exe’ and ’DP color calibration.exe’ executes
this step. How to use this software is shown in Appendix B.

5 Experimental Result

To confirm this method, we conducted an experiment. Because setting up for
video capturing spends much time, we conduct an experiment only the still
images. The condition of this experiment are as follows:

• use 4 cameras (C = 4).

• use the color pattern board shown in figure 1. This board have 25 patches
inside. The 10 patches located at upper row and lower row are used just for
detecting patch positions. Other 15 patches are used for color calibration
(N = 15).

• capture color pattern board by 4 cameras at once.

• capture human beings by 4 cameras at once.

• use camera #0 as a reference camera. Because the image captured camera
#0 seems better than others, we use this camera as a reference camera.

Figure 3 and figure 4 represent the captured color pattern board and human
beings respectively. Figure 5 and figure 6 depict the color calibrated ones by
the first approach(linear interpolation). Figure 7 and figure 8 depict the color
calibrated ones by the second approach(energy function). As you see, this color
calibration works well especially for the colors that are similar with the colors
in color pattern board.

In this results the first approach seems better than the second one. It is the
reason that the equation (5) works well for bright background.
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6 Discussion

As you see, the background color in Figure 5 and figure 6 are different. The
reason is that there are no color information in color pattern board for the
background color. Figure 9 present the example of this problem. In this figure
there are two areas. One is the narrow color area in color pattern board, and the
other is the wide captured whole color area. In this case, this color calibration
does not work well in wide area. To avoid this problem, to use vivid color
pattern board and to capture it at bright area are necessary.

Comparing the first approach and the second approach, we feel as though
the first approach is better. But it is just true in this example pictures. To
predict the color in wide area works well by good fortune.

7 Conclusion

In this document, we introduce our color calibration method that use a color
calibration pattern. By using it we can escape the correspondence problem.
The experiment conducted shows good results especially for the colors that are
similar with the colors in color pattern board. In order to evaluate the accuracy
and reliability of color calibration, we have to establish how to measure the
quality of color calibration.
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(a) camera #0 (b) camera #1 (c) camera #2 (d) camera #3

Figure 3: Captured Color Pattern Board

(a) camera #0 (b) camera #1 (c) camera #2 (d) camera #3

Figure 4: Captured Human Beings

(a) camera #0
equals to the
captured image.

(b) camera #1 (c) camera #2 (d) camera #3

Figure 5: Color Pattern Board Calibrated by First Approach (Linear Interpo-
lation)
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(a) camera #0
equals to the
captured image.

(b) camera #1 (c) camera #2 (d) camera #3

Figure 6: Human Beings Calibrated by First Approach (Linear Interpolation)

(a) camera #0
equals to the
captured image.

(b) camera #1 (c) camera #2 (d) camera #3

Figure 7: Color Pattern Board Calibrated by Second Approach (Energy Func-
tion)

(a) camera #0
equals to the
captured image.

(b) camera #1 (c) camera #2 (d) camera #3

Figure 8: Human Beings Calibrated by Second Approach (Energy Function)
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R

G

B
color board

captured whole color

R

G

B
color board

captured whole color

Figure 9: color space
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(a) first point: upper left (b) second point:
upper right

(c) third point:
down left

(d) fourth point:
down right

(e) small area (f) large area

(g) output indicator

Figure 10: pickup color.exe

Appendix

A pickup colors.exe

This program uses OpenGL and GLUT and runs on WindowsXP. Please type
the following in a CMD window.

pickup colors.exe color ptn.ppm (return)

where color ptn.ppm is the captured color pattern board image.
Then the image window will appear. On this window you must set the four

control points.
The first point is the upper left point. Please type ’0’ on keyboard

and click the center of upper left black patch. The clicked point will be changed
such as figure 10 (a).

The second point is the upper right point. Please type ’1’ on keyboard
and click the center of upper right black patch. The clicked point will be changed
such as figure 10 (b).

The third point is the down left point. Please type ’2’ on keyboard
and click the center of down left black patch. The clicked point will be changed
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such as figure 10 (c).
The fourth point is the down right point. Please type ’3’ on keyboard

and click the center of down right black patch. The clicked point will be changed
such as figure 10 (d).

When you want to turn down the block area, type ’s’ on keyboard. The area
will turn down like figure 10 (e). When you want to enlarge the block area, type
’l’ on keyboard. The area will enlarge like figure 10 (f). It is recommended to
enlarge the block as much as you can.

When you finish choosing area, type ’o’ on keyboard. The file will be output
and the window title will change like figure 10 (g).

If you want to change again, please type ’0’, ’1’, ’2’, ’3’, ’s’ or ’l’. You can
modify whenever you want.

When you want to quit, type ESC key.

B rgb independence.exe

This program runs on WindowsXP. Please type the following in a CMD window.

rgb independence.exe tgt.txt ref.txt tgt.ppm out.ppm (return)

where tgt.txt is the color pattern board data of a target camera, which
is output of pickup colors.exe. ref.txt is the color pattern board data of a
reference camera, which is output of pickup colors.exe. tgt.ppm is a captured
image of a target camera that will be calibrated. out.ppm is the output of this
program.

When you want to calibrate video, please repeat this software.

C DP color calibration.exe

This program runs on WindowsXP. Please type the following in a CMD window.

DP color calibration.exe target.cfg (return)

where target.cfg is the configuration file.
When you want to calibrate video, please repeat this software. Example of

this configureation file is as follows. The charactors after ’#’ are treated as
comments.
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#
# DP color calibration.cfg
#
#### create look-up table ####
base colors = ”pattern4490080.txt”
target colors = ”pattern4490101.txt”
target yuv = ”4490101.yuv”
height = 768
width = 1024
frame = 0
alpha = 1 # This should be 1.
beta = 0.01
#### output ####
output fname = ”r 4490101”
out corres = 1 # 0: no output 1: output, corres: correspondence
out yuv = 0 # 0: no output 1: output
out ppm = 1 # 0: no output 1: output
out r map = 0 # 0: no output 1: output
out g map = 0 # 0: no output 1: output
out b map = 0 # 0: no output 1: output
out r table = 0 # 0: no output 1: output
out g table = 0 # 0: no output 1: output
out b table = 0 # 0: no output 1: output
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Table 2: Example of temporal TR(1),TG(1) and TB(1)
temporal TR(1)

color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

0 63 51
1 195 199
2 99 102
... ... ...

N-1 90 98

temporal TG(1)
color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

0 0 0
1 24 22
2 222 241
... ... ...

N-1 15 10

temporal TB(1)
color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

0 255 201
1 4 1
2 12 6
... ... ...

N-1 8 3

Table 3: Example of temporal TR(1),TG(1) and TB(1) after insertion
temporal TR(1)

color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

0 63 51
1 195 199
2 99 102
... ... ...

N-1 90 98
- 0 0
- 255 255

temporal TG(1)
color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

0 0 0
1 24 22
2 222 241
... ... ...

N-1 15 10
- 255 255

temporal TB(1)
color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

0 255 201
1 4 1
2 12 6
... ... ...

N-1 8 3
- 0 0
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Table 4: Example of temporal TR(1),TG(1) and TB(1) after sorting
temporal TR(1)

color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

- 0 0
... ... ...
0 63 51
... ... ...

N-1 90 98
... ... ...
2 99 102
... ... ...
1 195 199
... ... ...
- 255 255

temporal TG(1)
color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

0 0 0
... ... ...

N-1 15 10
... ... ...
1 24 22
... ... ...
2 222 241
... ... ...
- 255 255

temporal TB(1)
color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

- 0 0
... ... ...
1 4 1
... ... ...

N-1 8 3
... ... ...
2 12 6
... ... ...
0 255 201

Table 5: Example of TR(1),TG(1) and TB(1)
temporal TR(1)

color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

- 0 0
- 1 1
- 2 2
- 3 3
- 4 4
- 5 4
- 6 5
... ... ...
0 63 51
... ... ...

N-1 90 98
... ... ...
2 99 102
... ... ...
1 195 199
... ... ...
- 255 255

temporal TG(1)
color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

0 0 0
- 1 1
- 2 2
- 3 2
- 4 3
- 5 4
- 6 4
... ... ...

N-1 15 10
... ... ...
1 24 22
... ... ...
2 222 241
... ... ...
- 255 255

temporal TB(1)
color
patch
index

target
cam.
#1

ref.
cam.
#0

- 0 0
- 1 0
- 2 1
- 3 1
1 4 1
- 5 2
- 6 2
- 7 3

N-1 8 3
... ... ...
2 12 6
... ... ...
0 255 201
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